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Abstract— In this research article, we have made a new 

design of solar drier which uses 3 stages of convex lenses in 

rows arrangement. It uses two stage straight reflectors and 

single stage convex reflectors. Bigger size convex lenses row 

is situated in the upper portion then the medium size and 

finally smaller size convex lenses rows respectively. The 3 

stage of lenses are arranged such that the concentrated beam 

of radiation of a lens do not coincide with the below situated 

lenses. Thus the high thermal performance of the solar drier 

is achieved. This is used to purify the salty water of ocean to 

make it drinkable. The vaporization desalination principle is 

used for purifying the water in this article. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this age of 21st century we are supposed to develop 

renewable energy sources quickly. Solar ocean water purifier 

using convex lenses is based on solar energy. It is supposed 

to purify ocean water by producing steam and then by 

condensing. It is supposed to supply pure water to areas 

where lack of water or pure water is a big problem. Now a 

days the requirement of energy of power is increasing day by 

day but the sources of our conventional energy are getting 

lower and lower. We are using the exhaustible sources of 

energy which will not give us support and fulfillment of our 

requirement of energy after something 200 years. In this case 

we are in much need of developing our renewable resources 

of energy such as solar, hydro, pneumatic, nuclear energy 

which will not let us down after the ending of those sources 

of non-renewable sources of energy. Solar energy is the most 

important source of renewable sources of energy which will 

fulfill our requirement of energy for a long period of time 

even it will serve us till the end of the earth. So solar energy 

should be developed as soon as possible and should be 

developed as same as the other resources of energy. Water is 

an abundant natural resource that covers three quarters of the 

earth’s surface. However, only about 3% of all water sources 

is potable. About 25% of worlds’ population does not have 

access to satisfactory quality and/or quantity of freshwater 

and more than 80 countries face severe water problems. 

Worldwide drought and desertification are expected to 

sharpen the problem. Even countries that at present do not 

face water shortages may have to tackle the problem of fresh 

water scarcity in the near future. According to the World 

watch Institute, more than two-thirds of the world’s 

population may experience water shortages by 2025, thus 

affecting practically every country in the world, including the 

developed, unless they reduce *Corresponding author. 

Demand and/or develop additional water sources. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Principle 

We see salty water when totally vaporized it converts into 

steam and precipitated solid salt. A convex lens concentrates 

all the radiations into a single point to burn a paper. In a 

similar way ocean water can be purify. 

 
Fig 1 solar ocean water purifier using convex lenses 

1) Setup: Full setup volume is 1.331m3 

a) Larger size upper lenses 

These lenses are 100 in number and convex type. Focal 

distance is 10 cm and diameter is also 10 cm.  

b) Medium size middle lenses 

These lenses are 81 in number and convex type. Focal 

distance is 5 cm and diameter is also 5 cm.  

c) Smaller size lower lenses 

These lenses are 400 in number and convex type. Focal 

distance is 2.5 cm and diameter is also 2.5 cm.  

The setup of lenses is such that neither lens radiation 

coincides with other lens radiation. 

B. Working 

In a tank ocean water regularly comes in and converts into 

steam when solar radiations get incidences into a number of 

convex lenses arranged in a manner shown in figure. Steam 

goes through a ocean water cooled condenser to convert into 

pure water and then it is supplied to area where it is needed. 

1) Analytical calculation of energy 

 Read the temperature of water inside the tank (T Kelvin). 

 Apply on to the formula for radiation heat transfer 

 This formula will give energy radiated by convex lenses. 
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The below figure shows the typical arrangement of 

the setup diagram which will be used for steam generation 

and ocean water purification. 

 
Fig. 2: Typical arrangement of ocean water purifier 

The below diagram is made in a CAD/CAM 

software CATIA V5R17. This diagram clearly shows all 

components of the setup diagram. 

 
Fig. 3: Isometric view of prototype for purification of ocean 

water 

III. RESULTS 

Energy radiated from upper 100 lenses 

 
E = 100×5.67×10-8×π/4×0.1002×3134×3600×24÷1000 

E= 36928.70 KJ/DAY 

Energy radiated from middle 81 lenses 

 
E = 81×5.67×10-8×π/4×0.0502×3134×3600×24÷1000 

E= 7478.06 KJ/DAY 

Energy radiated from upper 400 lenses 

 
E = 400×5.67×10-8×π/4×0.0252×3134×3600×24÷1000 

E= 9232.17 KJ/DAY 

Total energy radiated from all 3 stages of lenses  

36928.70+7478.06+9232.17=53638.93 KJ/DAY 

This amount of energy radiated from lenses can 

generate about 12- 15 kg steam per day within a work space 

volume of 1.31 m3. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This amount of energy radiated from lenses can generate 

about 12- 15 kg steam per day within a work space volume of 

1.31 m3. Solar thermal energy solar thermal energy is one of 

the most promising applications of renewable energy to 

seawater desalination. A solar distillation system may consist 

of two separated devices, the solar collector and the 

conventional distiller (indirect solar desalination). Indirect 

solar desalination systems usually consist of a commercial 

desalination plant that is connected to commercial or special 

solar thermal collectors. It will not produce any pollutants. It 

will cost only establishment and maintenance cost. It will 

make the ocean water drinkable. It will fulfill demand of 

several people where lack of drinking water is a big problem. 

This arrangement can be used in steam generating power 

plant. It can be used in winter and monsoon also with certain 

design modification. 
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